Dear friends,
Hope this newsletter finds you all well and blessed in your lives and ministries in God's Kingdom.
Now that we've come back from Romania where we stayed for two weeks at Easter, we're finally
able to give you a more thorough update on how things are unfolding regarding our future ministry
for the Deaf people in Constanta.
We were so blessed to be able to go and celebrate Easter with Nora's family in Constanta,
especially as this year Easter fell on the same day here in the UK and in Romania too. It often
doesn't. We went to Romania with an agenda of things to do, people to see, and hopefully have a
few days of relaxation. We thank God for we had a very productive two weeks there, meeting with
various people and visiting the Deaf club and also had a few days out at beach and a BBQ out with
the church.
All throughout our visit there we felt so blessed and privileged to be called to work amongst the
deaf people in Constanta and whoever we spoke to about it said that there is such a need for a
ministry for the Deaf. God has shown us even more that it is all His plan and His timing for these
things to take place.
We would like to share a bit of what we did whilst we were there and hopefully help you get a
better idea of where we're going and who we will be working with.
This was our agenda before visiting Romania:
1. Meet with Victor Ivan (Deaf pastor from Bucharest)
2. Meet with Traian and Elena, who pastor the Good News church in Constanta that we will be
working with
3. Visit Deaf club and meet the people who work at the club
4. Meet Hamlet (local Christian jeweller and friend of Nora's family)

1. Upon our arrival in Bucharest we stayed overnight in a rented apartment and spent the first day
visiting the People's Palace (Romanian White House), along with Victor and his son, and Nora's
brother and his wife who came to pick us up from the airport.
Victor is Deaf and he pastors a Deaf church in Bucharest. Brent met Victor at the European Deaf
Pastors and Leaders conference in Austria in January 2014, but previous to that we had been in

touch with him through video calls. He is a lovely man, with a great heart to outreach the Deaf
community. He has shown great support and friendship to our family and is keen to support us
whilst we prepare to move to Romania and after. We feel that Victor is like an 'Aaron' to us, the
man to help us create the bridge to the Deaf community in Romania, providing us with information,
helping us learn more of the Romanian sign language etc.

2. Traian and Elena Pascalau are the pastors of Good News Church in Constanta and Nora knows
them very well from when she was in Romania. They pastor a lively Pentecostal church and run
services in the evening in English, for the numerous missionaries and overseas students that work
in Constanta. We both felt strongly that we should attach our ministry to their church, as it's located
in the city centre, not far from the Deaf club, there are many young families in the church similar to
ours. Also the International services held in English will be a great help in our transition and
support for Brent whilst learning Romanian.
In our meeting with Traian and Elena they showed great enthusiasm and support in our vision and
expressed their desire to help us in whatever way we will need. It was so good to know that we've
already got a great team behind us waiting for us to begin our ministry.

3. We went to visit the Deaf club in the city centre on a Thursday night, from 6-10pm. There were
around 30 deaf people in the room, ages from 20s to 70s maybe. The building where they meet is
very old, extremely basic, just tables and chairs and an old TV. A few groups were playing
Rummikub and gambling. The communication was a bit basic to begin with, especially with the
older people, but as the night went on and we mixed with the younger ones we realised that it was

becoming easier to talk to them fluently. The young people have more ability to sign in an
international language and they're more expressive. Whilst talking to them we were able to learn a
few things that are quite significant:
- the Deaf/Disability allowance there is 50 Euros/month (that's less than £50!)
- there are roughly about 400 Deaf people in Constanta, including Hard of Hearing, partially deaf
and profoundly Deaf
- there's only a handful of qualified interpreters in the whole country!!!
- once a year, in August, around 600-700 Deaf people from all over the country come to Constanta
to meet in Mamaia to celebrate Navy Day on 15th August, and socialise and meet other Deaf
- there's a couple of Deaf schools in the whole country, one in Bucharest the other in Iasi, which
provide education for Deaf children aged 7-14. From the age of 3 they could go to a specialised
nursery in Bucharest, but not sure if that's still the case. This is boarding school where they stay all
the time, apart from holidays, weekends if parents live nearby.
- there is a Deaf Football Club, much to Brent's joy, and they hold tournaments with other teams
from all over the country, but sometimes the lack of finances makes it difficult for the boys to
take part in all of them.

We also had a chat with the administrator of the club, a lady in her 50s, called Marcela Vlad (photo
below, on the left), who also is the interpreter/social worker/advocate for the Deaf in Constanta and
she was kind enough to share with us a bit more about the difficulties they have been facing due to
lack of support from the Government, corruption and discrimination towards the Deaf. Her father
used to work with the Deaf people and she seems to be genuinely motivated by compassion to
make things better for the Deaf people out there. We could immediately see that there are many

things we could do to help, and decorating the Deaf club, refurbishing the rooms, updating the TV
and computers would only be a start.

4. We had the opportunity to meet Hamlet and his wife Nona, who run a jewellery business from
home. They are Christian and they originally came from Armenia, but have lived in Constanta for
over 20 years now. Brent wanted to meet Hamlet and discuss the possibility of working alongside/
for Hamlet in order to maintain his skill in jewellery making and repairs and hopefully earn a bit to
support our living in Romania. Hamlet was very generous and offered to help by giving Brent the
tools and a bench to work on when we will have moved to Romania, either to work at his shop or
from our future home. It was good to know that Brent will be able to continue to put his knowledge
and skill to use, and if it's not going to be a bread winning activity at least it will keep his hobby
alive.

As you can see, there is a lot to share, but we couldn't possibly put it all into words. We would be
more happy to come and share with you and your churches or organisations more about our vision
and future project, so please feel free to email us and we shall arrange to visit.
In the meantime, we shall be rolling our sleeves up and begin to plan and organise our fund raising
towards our future ministry. We believe that God is the One who had this great idea and we trust in
his amazing provision for every aspect of it.
Please join us by supporting our ministry in prayer for:
- good stewardship of our time and skills in preparing for our ministry
- good relationship with the Deaf club in Constanta and to support them in the meantime as much
as we can
- wisdom in defining a clear social project that will improve the quality of life of the Deaf people in
Constanta, help them integrate into society, enjoy their leisure time etc.
If you would like to support our ministry financially, or even the Deaf club in Constanta directly,
please get in touch with us and we can give you the details in order to do so.
We would like to thank you for the support you have shown so far, by writing to us, encouraging us,
praying for us and with us. You are all a great army of people behind us in this ministry and we
surely do value your friendship and your support.
May God bless you greatly and immeasurably more than you could ask for.
With love in Christ,

Brent & Nora Allen

